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Abstract

Tabular and textual question answering requires001
systems to perform reasoning over heteroge-002
neous information, considering table structure,003
and the connections among table and text. In004
this paper, we propose a ChAin-centric Rea-005
soning and Pre-training framework (CARP).006
CARP utilizes hybrid chain to model the ex-007
plicit intermediate reasoning process across008
table and text for question answering. We009
also propose a novel chain-centric pre-training010
method, to enhance the pre-trained model in011
identifying the cross-modality reasoning pro-012
cess and alleviating the data sparsity problem.013
This method constructs the large-scale reason-014
ing corpus by synthesizing pseudo heteroge-015
neous reasoning paths from Wikipedia and gen-016
erating corresponding questions. We evaluate017
our system on OTT-QA, a large-scale table-and-018
text open-domain question answering bench-019
mark, and our system achieves the state-of-020
the-art performance. Further analyses illus-021
trate that the explicit hybrid chain offers sub-022
stantial performance improvement and inter-023
pretablity of the intermediate reasoning pro-024
cess, and the chain-centric pre-training boosts025
the performance on the chain extraction. 1026

1 Introduction027

Open domain question answering (Joshi et al.,028

2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019) requires029

systems to retrieve and perform reasoning over sup-030

ported knowledge, and finally derive an answer.031

Generally, the real-world knowledge resource is032

heterogeneous, which involve both semi-structured033

web tables and unstructured text like Wikipedia034

passages. Therefore, question answering over hy-035

brid tabular and textual knowledge is essential and036

attracts wide attentions (Chen et al., 2020a), and037

is more challenging as systems need to aggregate038

information in both table and text considering their039

connections and the table structure.040

1We will release our code and data upon acceptance.

Question

How many points did Lebron James get in the NBA 

Season suspended by  COVID-19?

Retrieved Passage

The 2019-20 NBA season is the 74th season of the 

National Basketball Association. The season was 

suspended by COVID-19. The 2020 NBA All-Star …

Team Year Points Per Game Blocks 

L.A. Lakers 19-20 25.3 0.5

Cleveland 17-18 27.8 0.9

Lebron James Career Statistics

… COVID-19? … COVID-19. 19-20 25.3

Sentence Table Cell Table CellQuestion

a

b

c

a b c

Retrieved Table

Reasoning Process

Figure 1: An example of the table-and-text QA with
intermediate reasoning process. The answer is 25.3.

As the example shown in Fig. 1, the complete 041

reasoning process for answering the question in- 042

volves hybrid information pieces in both the ta- 043

ble (“Year" and “Points" columns in the first row) 044

and the passage (“COVID-19"). Therefore, model- 045

ing the structural connections inside heterogeneous 046

knowledge is critical for modeling the reasoning 047

process. Many recent works on table-and-text open 048

domain QA simply take the supported flattened ta- 049

ble and passages (Chen et al., 2020a; Li et al., 2021) 050

as a whole for question answering, which neglects 051

the structural information and connections among 052

table and text, and leads to more noise as full tables 053

always contain redundant information. Secondly, 054

these methods tackle the whole reasoning process 055

as a black box, and lack the interpretability of the 056

intermediate reasoning process. Moreover, the data 057

sparsity problem is also severe, as the high-quality 058

annotated reasoning process is hard to be obtained. 059

To tackle these challenges, we propose a ChAin- 060

centric Reasoning and Pre-training framework 061

(CARP), which models the intermediate reasoning 062
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process across table and text with a hybrid chain063

for question answering. CARP first formulates a064

heterogeneous graph, whose nodes are information065

pieces in the relevant table and passages, to repre-066

sent the interaction residing in hybrid knowledge.067

Then, it identifies the most plausible reasoning path068

leading to the answer with a Transformer-based069

extraction model. Moreover, to augment the pre-070

trained model with ability to identify the reason-071

ing process, we propose a novel chain-centric pre-072

training method, which takes the advantage of the073

clear table structure and table-passage connections074

to construct large-scale pseudo reasoning paths,075

and reversely generate questions. CARP frame-076

work has following advantages. Firstly, the hybrid077

chain models the interaction between table and text,078

and reduces the redundant information. Secondly,079

it provides a guidance for QA, and better inter-080

pretability of the intermediate reasoning process.081

Lastly, both the training of the extraction model082

and the pre-training corpus construction require no083

human-annotated reasoning process, which allevi-084

ates the data sparsity problem and broadens the085

potential applications of the framework.086

Experiments show that our system achieves the087

state-of-the-art result on a large-scale table-and-088

text open-domain question answering benchmark089

OTT-QA. Notably, the effectiveness of the chain-090

centric pre-training method is proved by the sig-091

nificant performance boost of the chain extraction092

model. Results show that incorporating the hybrid093

chain enhances the QA model, especially for the094

questions requiring more complicated reasoning095

process. We summarize following contributions:096

1) We propose to model the intermediate reason-097

ing process for question answering over table098

and text, with a fine-grained hybrid chain.099

2) We propose a novel pre-training method,100

which captures the reasoning process by pre-101

training on a synthesized reasoning corpus102

consisting of large-scale cross-modality rea-103

soning paths and corresponding questions.104

3) Experiments show that our system achieves105

the state-of-the-art result and further analysis106

proves the effectiveness of utilizing the hybrid107

chain and the pre-training method.108

2 Task Definition109

In this paper, we study the task of question an-110

swering over table and text in a challenging open-111

domain setting, because the supported knowledge 112

is not always provided in a realistic application. 113

The task (Chen et al., 2020a) takes a question as 114

the input, then requires the systems to first retrieve 115

supported tables and passages, and then make in- 116

ference over the retrieved knowledge to derive a 117

free-formed answer as the output. The answer is 118

a span from either the table cells or the passages. 119

One of the core challenges of this task is that prob- 120

lem solving always requires complex reasoning 121

process across table and text, considering the cross- 122

modality interaction and table structure. 123

3 Framework: CARP 124

Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of our CARP framework, 125

which has three main parts: (1) a retriever that 126

retrieves tabular and textual knowledge with the 127

given question (§ 3.5); (2) a chain extractor that 128

extracts hybrid chain from the retrieved knowledge 129

(§ 3.2). (3) a reader that answers questions with re- 130

trieved knowledge and the extracted hybrid chains 131

(§ 3.4). We detailedly illustrate the hybrid chain 132

(i.e., definition, extraction, pre-training, and appli- 133

cation in QA), and briefly introduce the retriever. 134

3.1 Hybrid Chain Notation 135

Hybrid chain logically reveals the fine-grained rea- 136

soning process from question to the answer across 137

table and text. We define the hybrid chain as a 138

sequence of nodes extracted from a fine-grained 139

heterogeneous graph G , whose nodes V contain 140

the question, cells in the table and sentences in 141

the related passages. One example of the hybrid 142

chain is shown in Fig. 1. Two nodes in the graph 143

are connected by edges E defined by two types of 144

connections: structural connections and contextual 145

connections. The former indicates that pairs of 146

cells within a same row (e.g., edge c in Fig. 1), or 147

a cell to the a sentence in its linked passage (e.g., 148

edge b), are structurally connected. The latter in- 149

dicates that pairs of nodes with relevant context 150

(i.e., entity/ keyword co-occurrence) are contextu- 151

ally connected (e.g., edge a indicates co-occurred 152

keyword “COVID-19"). Specifically, we use off- 153

the-shelf named entity recognition model (Peters 154

et al., 2017) to extract entities, and extract noun 155

phrase and numerical items as keywords from the 156

node context. Moreover, a table cell and a passage 157

is linked by the entity linker as described in § 3.5. 158
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Table cell

How many points did Lebron James 
get in the NBA Season suspended by 
COVID-19?

(19-20) The 2019-20 NBA season ... The 
season was suspended by COVID-19. The 
2020 NBA All-Star …

The season was 
suspended by 
COVID-19

Year

19-20

Points Per Game

25.3

Sentence

Table cell

Hybrid Chain

25.3

Answer

Question

Table

Passage

Hybrid 
Chain 

Extractor

Retriever

ReaderTeam Year Points Per
Game

Blocks

L.A. Lakers 19-20 25.3 0.9

Cleveland 17-18 27.8 0.5

Figure 2: Overview of our system. Retriever (§ 3.5) first retrieves knowledge from the corpus for the question.
Secondly, hybrid chain extractor (§ 3.2) extracts hybrid chains from the knowledge, which is improved by pre-
training (§ 3.3). Finally, reader (§ 3.4) answers the questions with retrieved evidence and extracted hybrid chain.

3.2 Hybrid Chain Extraction159

Here we introduce how to extract hybrid chains,160

including the model architecture, training and in-161

ference process.162

3.2.1 Model Architecture163

We tackle the chain extraction as a semantic match-164

ing problem, which selects the best chain from165

several candidate chains. Taking a question and166

a candidate hybrid chain as the inputs, the model167

calculates the confidence score of the hybrid chain168

for answering the question. Each candidate hy-169

brid chain is represented as a flattened sequence170

of its nodes context. Details and an example are171

given in the Appendix B.3. We utilize rich con-172

textual representations embodied in pre-trained173

models like RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) to mea-174

sure the relevance of a question to every chain175

candidates. Let’s take RoBERTa as an exam-176

ple. The input of the hybrid chain extractor is177

input = ([CLS]; q;[SEP]; ci) where q and ci178

indicate tokenized word-pieces of the question and179

the flattened ith chain candidate. The [SEP] and180

[CLS] are speicial symbols. The representation181

hci ∈ Rd is obtained via extracting the hidden vec-182

tor of the [CLS] token. The score s+ci for raking183

the candidates is calculated by:184

(s−ci , s
+
ci) = softmax(Whci + b) (1)185

where W and b are the learnable parameters. The186

model is trained with the cross-entropy loss.187

3.2.2 Model Training188

As mentioned above, the key challenge is construct-189

ing the training instances (i.e., ground-truth chains190

and negative chains), as there is no gold-annotated 191

reasoning process given as a prior. 192

We first introduce how to build ground-truth 193

hybrid chains from the heterogeneous graph G . 194

Partly inspired by Chen et al. (2019a), we use a 195

heuristic algorithm to derive pseudo ground-truth 196

hybrid chains. Starting from the question, we do 197

the exhaustive search to find all the shortest paths 198

to the nodes containing the answer as the candidate 199

chains. Then, we select the best chain from all the 200

candidate chains that have maximum textual sim- 201

ilarity with the question as the final ground-truth 202

hybrid chain, and take it as the positive instance. 203

To build the hard negative instances, we find the 204

shortest paths from the question node to the non- 205

answer nodes and select the one with maximum 206

textual similarity with the question. 207

3.2.3 Model Inference 208

During Inference, we first build a set of candidate 209

hybrid chains from the graph G, and adopt the ex- 210

traction model to rank all the chains, and finally 211

select the best chain with highest confidence score. 212

More specifically, the set of whole candidate 213

hybrid chains contains the shortest paths from the 214

question node to all the other nodes in the graph. 215

Suppose the number of nodes is n in the graph, the 216

number of candidate chains is
∑n−1

i=0 SP (i), where 217

SP is the number of shortest paths to node i. 218

3.3 Chain-centric Pre-training 219

Pre-training for reasoning is always challenging be- 220

cause high-quality reasoning data is hard to be ob- 221

tained. To better help the pre-trained model in cap- 222

turing the complicated reasoning process across ta- 223
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ble and text and alleviate the data sparsity problem,224

we propose a chain-centric pre-training method.225

The method augments the chain extraction model226

by pre-training on a synthesized reasoning corpus227

in larger scale and of higher reasoning complex-228

ity. The overall process of adopting pre-training229

strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3: (1) synthesizing230

heterogeneous chains from the Wikipedia corpus231

and reversely generating corresponding questions232

by a trained generator; (2) pre-training a generic233

extraction model with the synthesized corpus; (3)234

fine-tuning a specific extraction model with the235

downstream data. We introduce the pre-training236

task and the corpus construction.237

3.3.1 Task Formulation238

The pre-training task can be viewed as a similar239

semantic matching task that maps hybrid chains240

to the corresponding pseudo questions. The pre-241

training objective is in the same spirit of the chain242

extraction model as described in § 3.2. If the model243

can better distinguish the relevant hybrid chain for244

answering the given question, then it has deeper245

understanding of the reasoning process.246

3.3.2 Corpus Construction247

To construct the large-scale reasoning corpus, we248

adopt a novel way of first synthesizing heteroge-249

neous reasoning paths, and then reversely generat-250

ing corresponding questions. Tables in Wikipedia251

often contain hyperlinks to their related passages.252

The clear table structure and the explicit table-text253

links provide natural benefits for automatically syn-254

thesizing logically reasonable reasoning paths.255

Therefore, we select semi-structured tables on256

Wikipedia as the table source, and take the passages257

hyper-linked to the table cells as the source of pas-258

sages. The parsed Wikipedia corpus consists of259

over 200K tables and 3 millions of hyperlinked pas-260

sages. Then, we synthesize pseudo chains with dif-261

ferent reasoning depths. For example, to synthesize262

a 4-hop reasoning path, we randomly select two263

cells (c0, c1) within the same row and their related264

passages (p0, p1) to form a chain (p0, c0, c1, p1).265

Similarly, (p0, c0) or (c0, c1, p1) can be selected as266

a 2-hop or a 3-hop chain, respectively.267

Finally, taking a synthesized flattened chain as268

the input, we adopt a generation model built based269

on BART (Lewis et al., 2019) to reversely generate270

a pseudo question to construct a pair of (question,271

chain) as a positive instance. It is worth noting that272

the generation model is trained by the ground-truth273

Generator

Pretrained LM

② Chain-centric 
Pre-training

Generic Chain 
Extractor

③ Fine-tuning

Specific Chain
Extractor

① Corpus Construction

How many points did Lebron James get in the 
NBA Season suspended by COVID-19?

Question

Hybrid chain
Text The season was suspended by COVID-19

Table [Year] is 19-20 

Table [Points Per Game] is 25.3

Downstream Dataset

What is the profession of the person in Royal 
Melbourne Institute of Technology who was born 
on 12 November 1940?

Question

Hybrid chain

Text John Raymond Garrett ( born 12 November 
1940 )

Table [Name] is John Garrett

Table ) [Notability] is journalist

Synthetic Pre-training Corpus

Training

Figure 3: An overview of our pre-training approach. A
generic train extractor is first learned by pre-training on
the synthesized reasoning corpus. Then, we fine-tune
the specific extractor by the downstream data.

(question, chain) pairs as described in § 3.2. To 274

encourage the model to better discriminate relevant 275

chains, we select other chains sampled from the 276

same table with top-n similarity with the question 277

as the hard negative instances. 278

3.4 Hybrid Chain for QA 279

Having extracted the hybrid chains for each table 280

segment and its related passages, we need to build a 281

reader model to extract the answer a with the inputs. 282

We build a reader model based on a sparse-attention 283

based Transformer architecture Longformer (Belt- 284

agy et al., 2020) to process long sequence effi- 285

ciently. With longer limited length up to 4096 to- 286

kens, the reader can read top-k retrieved evidences 287

jointly for question answering. The input sequence 288

x is the concatenation of the question and top-k 289

pairs of (table segment, passages, hybrid chain). 290

The Longformer encodes the input x of length T 291

into a sequence of hidden vectors: 292

h(x) = [h(x)1,h(x)2, · · · ,h(x)T ] (2) 293

The probabilities pstart(i) and pend(i) of the start 294

and ending token of the answer a are calculated by: 295

296

pstart(i) =
exp(Wsh(x)i + bs)∑
j exp(Wsh(x)j + bs)

pend(i) =
exp(Weh(x)i + be)∑
j exp(Weh(x)j + be)

(3) 297

where Ws, We, bs, be are learnable weights and 298

bias parameters of the answer extraction layer. 299

Specifically, to alleviate the bias that the model 300

only looks at the extracted chain, we only set the 301
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chain as a guidance of the intermediate reasoning302

process and force the model to select answer from303

the tokens of the table and passages.304

3.5 Knowledge Retrieval305

Unlike retrievers in text-based open-domain QA306

systems, the retriever for this task is required to307

search both supported passages and tables. We308

briefly introduce the retriever in the last part for309

integrality, as it is not the main focus of our paper.310

Instead of independently retrieving tables and311

passages, we follow Chen et al. (2020a) and use312

an “early-fusion" mechanism, which groups highly-313

relevant table cells in a row and their related pas-314

sages as a self-contained group (fused block). This315

strategy integrates richer information from two316

modalities and benefits following retrieval process.317

We adopt BLINK (Ledell et al., 2020) as the en-318

tity linker to link a table cell to its related pas-319

sage. BLINK is a highly effective BERT-based320

entity linking model and is able to link against321

all Wikipedia entities. Specifically, taking the cell322

to be linked and the table metadata as the inputs,323

BLINK automatically finds the relevant passages324

for each cell. After the linking procedure, we rep-325

resent each fused block as a row in the table and326

linked related passages. Further details are given327

in the Appendix. We then tackle the fused block as328

a basic unit to be retrieved.329

Finally, a Transformer-based retriever is em-330

ployed to retrieve top-k fused blocks as the knowl-331

edge. We apply a shared RoBERTa-encoder332

RoBERTa(·) (Liu et al., 2019) to separately en-333

code questions and fused blocks. The relevance334

of the question and a fused block is measured by335

the dot-product over their representations of the336

[CLS] token. We train the retriever model as in337

Karpukhin et al. (2020), where each question is338

paired with a positive fused block and m negative339

blocks to approximate the softmax over all blocks.340

Negative blocks are a combination of in-batch neg-341

atives which are fused blocks of the other instances342

in the mini-batch, and hard negative blocks which343

are sampled from the other rows in the same table.344

During inference, we apply the trained encoder to345

all fused blocks and index them with FAISS (John-346

son et al., 2021) offline.347

4 Experiments348

In this section, we conduct experiments to explore349

the effectiveness of our method from the following350

aspects: (1) the performance of our overall system 351

on QA; (2) the performance of the hybrid chain ex- 352

traction model; (3) the ablation study about the pre- 353

training strategy; (4) the comprehensive qualitative 354

analysis. The retrieval performance and implemen- 355

tation details of all components are described in 356

Appendix A and B, respectively. 357

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation 358

In the real-world scenario, solving many ques- 359

tions requires retrieving supporting heterogeneous 360

knowledge and making reasoning over it. There- 361

fore, we evaluate the performance of our approach 362

on the OTT-QA (Chen et al., 2020a) dataset. OTT- 363

QA is a large-scale table-and-text open-domain 364

question answering benchmark for evaluating open- 365

domain question answering over both tabular and 366

textual knowledge. As the data statistics shown in 367

Table 1, OTT-QA has over 40K instances and it 368

also provides a corpus collected from Wikipedia 369

with over 400K tables and 6 million passages. Fur- 370

thermore, the problem solving in OTT-QA requires 371

complex reasoning steps. The reasoning types can 372

be divided into several categories: single hop ques- 373

tions (13%), two hop questions (57%), and multi- 374

hop questions (30%). We adopt the exact match 375

(EM) and F1 scores (Yu et al., 2018) to evaluate 376

the overall QA performance.

Type Numbers
Training Examples 41,469
Evaluating Examples 2,214
Testing Examples 2,158
Tables in the Corpus 410,740
Passages in the Corpus 6,342,314

Table 1: Data statistics of OTT-QA dataset.

377

4.2 Baselines 378

We compare our system to the following methods: 379

• HYBRIDER (Chen et al., 2020b) is a model 380

that uses BM25 to retrieve relevant tables and 381

passages, and adopts a two stage model to 382

cope with heterogeneous information. 383

• Iterative Retriever and Block Reader The 384

model family is proposed by Chen et al. 385

(2020a), which couples Iterative Retriever 386

(IR) / Fusion Retriever (FR) with Single 387

Block Reader (SBR) / Cross Block Reader 388
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Dev Test
Models EM F1 EM F1
HYBRIDER 10.3 13.0 9.7 12.8
IR + SBR 7.9 11.1 9.6 13.1
FR + SBR 13.8 17.2 13.4 16.9
IR + CBR 14.4 18.5 16.9 20.9
FR + CBR 28.1 32.5 27.2 31.5
DUREPA 15.8 – – –
CARP 33.2 38.6 32.5 38.5
CARP w/o hybrid chain 29.4 34.2 – –

Table 2: Performance of different methods on the dev
set and the blind test set on OTT-QA. The performance
of CARP without hybrid chain is also reported.

(CBR). IR and FR indicate retrieving sup-389

ported knowledge by standard iterative re-390

trieval or using “early fusion" strategy to391

group tables and passages as fused blocks be-392

fore retrieval, respectively. SBR indicates the393

standard way of retrieving top-k blocks and394

then feeding them independently to the reader395

and selecting the answer with the highest con-396

fidence score. CBR means concatenating the397

top-k blocks together to the reader, with the398

goal of utilizing the cross-attention mecha-399

nism to model their dependency.400

• DUREPA (Li et al., 2021) is a recently pro-401

posed method that jointly reads tables and pas-402

sages and selectively decides to directly gen-403

erate an answer or an executable SQL query404

to derive the output.405

4.3 Model Comparison406

Table 2 reports the performance of our model and407

baselines on the development set and blind test408

set on OTT-QA. In terms of both EM and F1, our409

model significantly outperforms previous systems410

with 32.5% EM and 38.5% F1 on the blind test411

set, and achieves the state-of-the-art performance412

on the OTT-QA dataset. It is worth noting that,413

our approach, which exploits explicit hybrid chain,414

helps the model to capture the reasoning process415

and boost the performance of the QA model.416

4.4 Evaluation of Chain-centric Reasoning417

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid418

chain, we firstly eliminate hybrid chain from the419

QA model inputs, and report the result of “CARP420

w/o hybrid chain" on the development set in Table421

2. Incorporating hybrid chain into the QA model422

improves the performance significantly.423

Then, we explore the performance of various424

variants in hybrid chain extraction, whose back-425

bone is the pre-trained model RoBERTa (Liu et al., 426

2019). The variants consider three aspects: (1) en- 427

coding strategies; (2) ways of heterogeneous graph 428

construction; (3) negative sampling strategies. 429

(1) Dual Ranking vs Cross Matching: Dual- 430

tower ranking model (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 431

encodes the question and the hybrid chain sep- 432

arately, and uses the cosine-distance to mea- 433

sure their relevance for ranking. Cross match- 434

ing means that we use a semantic matching 435

model as described in § 3.2. 436

(2) Simple (S) vs Weighted (W): Simple indi- 437

cates the edges in the graph are unweighted. 438

Weighted graph means that the edges con- 439

necting highly-related (higher ratio of over- 440

lapped keywords) nodes have lower weight, 441

and thus the paths with higher overall related- 442

ness (shorter length) are ranked higher in the 443

ground-truth chain construction (§ 3.2). 444

(3) BMNeg vs InnerNeg: BMNeg means that 445

the most similar chain from other positive in- 446

stances with BM25 are selected as the neg- 447

ative instance. InnerNeg indicates that we 448

select negative instances from other chains 449

constructed from the same fused block, as de- 450

scribed in § 3.2. 451

Methods Rec@1 Rec@2
Dual Ranking (W + InnerNeg) 61.61 73.15
Cross Matching (W + BMNeg) 44.21 61.14
Cross Matching (S + InnerNeg) 68.32 79.87
Cross Matching (W + InnerNeg) 70.75 80.19

Table 3: Performance of the hybrid chain extraction
model with different variances.

Table 3 reports the performance of the hybrid chain 452

extraction model (without pre-training) with dif- 453

ferent components. We note that a selected chain 454

is correct when it contains an answer node. We 455

take Recall@n as the evaluation metric. Based on 456

the table, we have following findings. Firstly, se- 457

mantic matching model with cross-attention mech- 458

anisms performs better than standard dual-tower 459

ranking model, which verifies that cross-attention 460

mechanism is beneficial for modeling the connec- 461

tions among heterogeneous information. Secondly, 462

finding the shortest path in the weighted graph is 463

better than in the simple graph, which shows that 464

modeling the relatedness of nodes is essential in 465

finding a more reasonable hybrid chain. Finally, 466
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negative sampling strategy is extremely essential467

for hybrid chain selection. The goal of inference is468

to select the most plausible chain from several can-469

didate chains sampled from the same fused block.470

Therefore, sampling hard negative instance from471

the same fused block is much better than sampling472

from other training instances. We take the setting473

of “Cross Matching (W + InnerNeg)" as the final474

setting of the extraction model.475

4.5 Evaluation of Chain-centric Pre-training476

In this part, we evaluate the effectiveness of the477

chain-centric pre-training strategy under different478

settings. The table cells are aligned to the passages479

according to their hyperlinks in the Wikipedia web-480

site. The main variance of pre-training is the differ-481

ent way of constructing instances for training the482

BART-based generator. All means that we take all483

the paths from the question node to the answer node484

as positive chains to train the generator. Shortest485

indicates that we only select the shortest paths.486

As shown in Table 4, the pre-training strategy487

improves the performance of the hybrid chain ex-488

traction model by a large margin, showing the effec-489

tiveness of chain-centric pre-training in helping the490

model to capture the intermediate reasoning pro-491

cess with given questions. We believe that several492

reasons for the improvement of chain-centric pre-493

training are as follows. Automatically synthesizing494

pre-training data is an effective data augmentation495

scheme because it can generate data in larger scale496

and of higher reasoning complexity, which can help497

the model to better capture the complicated reason-498

ing steps by pre-training.499

Besides, selecting all paths leading to answer as500

positive chains to train the generator is better than501

selecting the shortest paths. This observation is502

intuitively reasonable since the goal of pre-training503

is to encourage the model to learn a more general504

reasoning ability with all possible reasoning paths.505

Methods Rec@1 Rec@2
Extractor 70.75 80.19
Extractor + Pre-training (Shortest) 73.40 82.87
Extractor + Pre-training (All) 74.01 83.46

Table 4: Performance of the chain extraction with chain-
centric pre-training under different settings.

506

4.6 Qualitative Analysis507

We randomly select 100 instances from the devel-508

opment set and manually annotate the plausible509

1-hop (16%) 2-hop (60%) 3-hop (24%)
0

20

40

12.5

35 33

18.8

42
46

Pe
rf

or
m

an
ce

on
(%

)

Baseline CARP

Figure 4: The performance of baseline and our CARP
on the randomly selected 100 instances across different
hops. The performance on 1-hop questions is lower
mainly because these questions are much less frequent
in the dataset (Chen et al., 2020a), and always require
more complex numerical table understanding.

hybrid chains and conduct qualitative analyses on 510

several aspects: (1) the performance on the ques- 511

tions requiring different reasoning steps; (2) a case 512

study by giving an example; (3) an analysis of com- 513

mon error types to shed a light on future directions. 514

Performance on M-hop Questions As shown in 515

Fig. 4, we report the performance of the baseline 516

(CARP without hybrid chain) and CARP on the 517

selected questions with different reasoning steps. 518

It can be observed that as the number of reasoning 519

steps increases, the improvement brought by our 520

method to the baseline becomes more significant. 521

This observation verifies that, the hybrid chain is es- 522

sential in helping the model to identify the interme- 523

diate reasoning steps towards the answer especially 524

when the reasoning is more complicated. Our syn- 525

thesized pre-training corpus includes higher ratio 526

of 3-hop questions, which enhance the multi-hop 527

reasoning ability of the system. 528

Case Study We conduct a case study by giving 529

an example shown in Fig. 5. From the exam- 530

ple, our chain extraction model selects a semantic- 531

consistent hybrid chain from the fused block and 532

the QA model correctly predicts the answer with 533

the help of the hybrid chain. This observation re- 534

flects that our model has the ability to extract in- 535

termediate reasoning process from the given inputs 536

and utilize these information to facilitate the ques- 537

tion answering process. Hybrid chain also makes 538

the predictions become more interpretable. 539

Error Analysis We summarize major types of 540

errors to shed a light on future directions. The most 541

common type of errors is caused by the disturbance 542

of wrongly retrieved fused blocks because we feed 543
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Retrieved Passage

Villa Maipa is a localidad (district) of the General San Martín 

Partido … The localidad is home to Chacarita Juniors, a 

football club that won the 1969 Metropolitano.

Club Atletico Chacarita Juniors is an Argentine football … 

The squad currently plays at Argentine Primera Division.

Club City Province

Chacarita Juniours Villa Maipa Buenos Aires

Colegiales Munro Buenos Aires 

… Metropolitano

Question

List of football clubs in Argentina

… Metropolitano

Villa Maipa … Argentine Primera Division

Chacarita Juniors

Table Cell Sentence

Sentence Table Cell

Question

What division that the Argentinian Primera Metropolitana club in the 

city that won the 1969 Metropolitano plays in?   

Retrieved Table

Hybrid Chain

Figure 5: A case study of our approach. The answer is
Argentine Primera Division. We omit some unimportant
sentences in the passage for simplification.

top-k fused blocks jointly to the model. We observe544

that although our model finds the correct blocks and545

identifies correct chains, but the answer is selected546

from the other blocks. The second type of errors is547

caused by failing to understand complicated numer-548

ical relation when building the chain (e.g., “finding549

the 9th team" needs to numerically compare the550

rank of several teams). Further research can focus551

on the confidence of the retrieved blocks and the552

numerical understanding of the table.553

5 Related Work554

Semi-structured web table is an essential knowl-555

edge source that storing significant amount of real-556

world knowledge. Furthermore, since the compact557

structured representation of table allows it to repre-558

sent relational facts like numerical facts and collec-559

tions of homogeneous entities, so table is a great560

complement to textual knowledge. There has been561

a growing interest in QA with both tabular and tex-562

tual knowledge. HybridQA (Chen et al., 2020b) is563

a close-domain table-and-text question answering564

dataset with ground-truth knowledge provided. In565

realistic scenario, the supported knowledge is al-566

ways required to be retrieved from knowledge cor-567

pus. There are also other table-based datasets, like568

WikiTableQuestions (Pasupat and Liang, 2015),569

WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017), SPIDER (Yu et al.,570

2018), and TABFACT (Chen et al., 2019b), etc.571

These datasets mainly focus on reasoning on table572

and may discard some important information stored 573

in textual corpus. We study OTT-QA (Chen et al., 574

2020a), which is a large open-domain table-and- 575

text QA dataset requiring aggregating information 576

from hybrid knowledge. 577

There exist text-based question answering 578

datasets designed in open-domain (Joshi et al., 579

2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019) or multi- 580

hop (Yang et al., 2018; Welbl et al., 2018) settings. 581

Graph-based models (De Cao et al., 2018; Fang 582

et al., 2019; Ding et al., 2019) utilize graph struc- 583

ture and graph neural network to model the con- 584

nections among sentences or entities for multi-hop 585

QA. There are works adopting chain-like reasoning 586

to solve multi-hop textual QA (Chen et al., 2019a; 587

Asai et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2020). 588

Our approach differs from previous methods 589

mainly in two aspects: (1) our method formulate 590

heterogeneous chain to model the complex reason- 591

ing process across table and text; (2) the chain- 592

centric pre-training method can enhance reasoning 593

ability of models by pre-training on a synthesized 594

reasoning corpus, containing heterogeneous rea- 595

soning paths and pseudo multi-hop questions. 596

6 Conclusion 597

In this paper, we present a chain-centric reasoning 598

and pre-training (CARP) framework for table-and- 599

text question answering. When answering the ques- 600

tions given retrieved table and passages, CARP 601

first extracts explicit hybrid chain to reveal the in- 602

termediate reasoning process leading to the answer 603

across table and text. The hybrid chain provides a 604

guidance for QA, and explanation of the interme- 605

diate reasoning process. To enhance the extraction 606

model with better reasoning ability and alleviate 607

data sparsity problem, we design a novel chain- 608

centric pre-training method. This method synthe- 609

sizes the reasoning corpus in a larger scale and of 610

higher reasoning complexity, which is achieved by 611

automatically synthesizing heterogeneous reason- 612

ing paths from tables and passages in Wikipedia 613

and reversely generating multi-hop questions. We 614

find that the pre-training task boosts performance 615

on the hybrid chain extraction model, especially 616

for questions requiring more complex reasoning, 617

which leads to significant improvement on the per- 618

formance of the QA model. The hybrid chain also 619

provides better interpretability of the reasoning pro- 620

cess. Our system achieves the state-of-the-art result 621

on a table-and-text open-domain QA benchmark. 622
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A Evaluation of Retrieval Model735

In this part, we evaluate the retrieval performance736

of retrievers.737

A.1 Settings738

Our retriever is evaluated on the OTT-QA dataset739

(Chen et al., 2020a), which is a large-scale open-740

domain question answering dataset over table and741

text. We compare our retriever with the following742

retrieval methods. (1) BM25 (Chen et al., 2020a)743

is a sparse method to retrieve tabular evidence with744

BM25. It represent the table with the flattened745

sequence of table metadata (i.e., table title and746

section title) and table content. (2) Bi-Encoder747

(Kosti’c et al., 2021) is a dense retriever which uses748

a BERT-based encoder for questions, and a shared749

BERT-based encoder to separately en-code tables750

and text as representations for retrieval. (3) Tri-751

Encoder (Kosti’c et al., 2021) is a dense retriever752

that uses three individual BERT-based en-coder753

to separately encode questions, tables and text as754

representations.755

A.2 Evaluation Metrics756

In this experiment, we use two metrics to evaluate757

the retriever: table recall and fused block recall.758

Table recall indicates whether the top-k retrieved759

blocks come from the ground-truth table, which760

is also used in other papers. However, in table-761

text retrieval, table recall is imperfect as an coarse-762

grained metric since our basic retrieval unit is a763

table-text block. Therefore we use a more fine-764

grained and challenging metric: fused block recall765

at top-k ranks, where a fused block is considered766

a correct match when it meets two requirements:767

coming from the ground truth table and containing768

the correct answer.769

A.3 Performance770

The results are shown in Table 5. We can find771

that our retriever substantially outperforms sparse772

BM25 method and achieves comparable perfor-773

mance with Bi-Encoder and Tri-Encoder.774

Table Recall Block Recall
Models R@1 R@10 R@100 R@1 R@10 R@100
BM25 41.0 68.5 - - - -
Bi-Encoder - 72.9 89.4 - - -
Tri-Encoder - 73.8 90.1 - - -
Ours 49.0 74.0 88.6 16.3 46.7 75.5

Table 5: Overall retrieval results on OTT-QA dev set.
Table recalls and fused block recalls are reported.

B Implementation Details 775

B.1 Fused Block Representation 776

In this part, we describe how we represent a 777

fused block with a table row and its related 778

passages. Similar to Chen et al. (2020a), we 779

represent each fused block as the concatena- 780

tion of the table meta data, the cells in the 781

rows, and related passages: Fused Block = 782

([TAB] [TITLE] title [DATA] 783

row[PASSAGES] passages), where row and 784

passages indicate the flattened row and all the 785

related passages of this row, and there is a [SEP] 786

token between cells or passages. 787

B.2 Retrieval Model 788

In this part, we describe the details of the fused 789

block retrieval model. Our retrieval model follows 790

a typical dual-encoder architecture, which uses a 791

dense encoder E(·) to map any fused block to a 792

d-dimensional dense vector and build an index for 793

all the blocks for retrieval. At query time, the input 794

question q is mapped to a d-dimensional dense vec- 795

tor by the same neural encoder E(·), and returns 796

top-k fused blocks that are closest to the question 797

representation. The similarity of q and b is mea- 798

sured by a dot-product of two vectors: 799

sim(q, b) = E(q)⊤ · E(b). (4) 800

In practice, we use a pre-trained RoBERTa-base 801

(Liu et al., 2019) to initialize our encoder and take 802

the representation at the first token (i.e. [CLS] 803

token) as the the output. At inference time, we 804

apply FAISS (Johnson et al., 2021) to index the 805

dense representations of all fused blocks. 806

B.2.1 Training 807

The training objective aims to maximize the proba- 808

bility of positive pairs. Formally, given a question 809

qi together with its positive block b+i and m neg- 810

ative blocks {b−i,1, ..., b
−
i,m}, we optimize the loss 811

function as the negative log-likelihood of positive 812
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block:813

L(qi, b
+
i , {b

−
i,1, ..., b

−
i,m})

= − log
esim(qi,b

+
i )

esim(qi,b
+
i ) +

∑m
j=1 e

sim(qi,b
−
i,j)

.
(5)814

Following Karpukhin et al. (2020), we use 1 hard815

negative fused block randomly sampled from the816

same table, and m − 1 in-batch negatives during817

training.818

B.3 Hybrid Chain Extraction Model819

In this part, we describe the example of the flat-820

tened hybrid chain and training details of our hy-821

brid chain extraction model.822

Verbalization of the hybrid chain We introduce823

how to represent hybrid chain with natural lan-824

guage, and enable the powerful pre-trained lan-825

guage model to calculate its contextual represen-826

tations. Each node is either the question, a table827

cell or a sentence in the passages. Therefore, we828

represent the content in different types of nodes as:829

“[Question] (question)", “[Table] (column_name)830

is (cell_content)" or “[Passage] (sentence)", re-831

spectively. [Question], [Table], [Passage] denote832

special symbols. Then, we concatenate the context833

in all the nodes corresponding to their types, and834

separate them with a “[SEP]" special symbol. In835

our experiment, we omit the question node from the836

final sequence, to avoid exceeding the maximum837

sequence length limit of the pre-trained models.838

For example, the hybrid chain in Fig. 1 can be839

represented as: “[Question] How many ... COVID840

19? [SEP] [Passage] The season ... COVID-19.841

[SEP] [Table] Year is 19-20. [SEP] [Table] Points842

is 25.3."843

Training Details We employ cross-entropy loss844

as the loss function. We apply AdamW as the op-845

timizer for model training. We employ RoBERTa-846

Base as the backbone of our approach. We set the847

learning rate as 1e-5, warmup step as 0, batch size848

as 16 per GPU, and set max sequence length as 512.849

The training time for one epoch takes 1 hours on 8850

V100 GPUs.851

B.4 Chain-centric Pre-training852

Corpus Construction When constructing the853

pre-training corpus, we use 3 millions pairs of854

(question, hybrid chain) as the positive training855

instances, and search for the same number of hard856

negative instances, and the final pre-training cor- 857

pus contains nearly 6 millions of training instances. 858

It worth noted that, to avoid the bias caused by 859

the length of the hybrid chain, we automatically 860

synthesize hybrid chains with different length var- 861

ious from 1 to 4. The ratio of the synthesized 862

chains with different lengths are: 1-hop (0.1); 2- 863

hop (0.25); 3-hop (0.35); 4-hop (0.3). As for the 864

pseudo questions generator, we employ BART- 865

Large as the backbone. It is firstly trained upon 866

pairs of our extracted hybrid chains and questions 867

from the OTT-QA dataset. During training, its 868

learning rate is set as 3e-5, warmup step is as 2000, 869

and batch size is as 8 per GPU. The training time 870

for one epoch takes nearly 2 hours on 8 V100 871

GPUs. 872

Training Details Then we describe the training 873

details of the chain-centric pre-training. Similar to 874

the implementation details of hybrid chain extrac- 875

tor, we employ cross-entropy loss as the loss func- 876

tion. We adopt RoBERTa-Base (Liu et al., 2019) 877

as the model backbone and use AdamW as the 878

optimizer for model training the backbone of our 879

approach. We set the learning rate as 3e-5, warmup 880

step as 0, batch size as 32 per GPU, and set max 881

sequence length as 512. The training time for one 882

epoch takes 8 hours on 8 V100 GPUs. 883

B.5 QA Model 884

We employ the Longformer-Base (Beltagy et al., 885

2020) as the backbone of our QA model. We set 886

batch size as 2 per GPU, set max sequence length 887

as 512, and set document stride as 3072. The learn- 888

ing rate is 1e-5. The training time for one epoch 889

takes 3 hours on 8 V100 GPUs. We concatenate 890

top-15 fused block as the evidence for both training 891

and inference. We adopt AdamW as the optimizer, 892

and use cross entropy as the loss function. Dur- 893

ing training and inference, we force the model to 894

only select the answer from the tokens of the fused 895

blocks. 896
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